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In 1985-86, the original butcher’s home and shop (above) were converted by Alan & Sandy Matson into a row of  
modern shops. The first businesses were a Florist & Gifts shop (run by Sandy Powell), Country Picnic Bakery (Gill 
Doyle & Les Needham) and Matson’s Quality Meats (Alan & Sandy). The new retail complex was officially opened 
on 22nd March 1986 with much fanfare, but following this year’s fire became a heartbreaking pile of rubble. Alan 
Matson has shared his photo album and memories with us - see pages 8 & 9 for more information.    



                                                                       Editorial 

Welcome to the latest edition of the Chronicle. For those who are new to this newsletter, the aim here is to        

promote and preserve the history of this district. 

With this in mind, one of our features this month concerns the sad demise of the town’s original butcher shop. 

Thanks to a what appears to be a mindless case of arson, we have lost one of the earliest retail structures in        

a town that is very light-on with historic buildings. In 1986 the local butcher at the time, Alan Matson, opened 

his rebuilt butcher shop along with three new retail outlets as part of a modern redevelopment. During August, 

he re-visited Mt Compass from his home in Truro, to view for himself what had happened to ’his shops’. 

At the same time he brought along his photo album and allowed us to scan copies of that photographic record,  

with some of them reproduced on this edition’s front cover. This is a timely reminder that what may seem as just 

everyday life can suddenly become history before we know it. Alan also passed on a few details about his time 

here in Mt Compass, which can be found on page 9. 

In the Archives we are fortunate to hold a copy of Keith Dix’s speech presented at the 50th Anniversary reunion 

of the RSL. This proved to be a valuable summary of their time here in Mt Compass and has been reproduced  

in full, starting on page 3. We are fortunate that many of the RSL’s documents were lodged with our Archives 

and are in the process of being digitised to ensure that for safety reasons, they can also be stored off-site.   

A variety of groups, clubs & organisations have been formed in our district over the years and although they 

may have played a valuable part in this community’s life, they do at some point reach their end date. One of the 

aims of the Archives History Group is to retain whatever records we can from these groups, allowing future    

historians access to them as part of our local history. Feel free to contact us if you have any such records. 

Another major development that changed life in our region is one that you may not normally think about - the 

bitumising of Victor Harbor Road in the 1920s. A look into this forgotten history can be found on page 10. 

As always, if there is any information or document you think may be of interest to the Archives, please feel free 

to contact me. 
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 News Reports From The 
Past  

Three Victor Harbor Road newspaper reports. 
  Below: from The Observer 20th June 1925 
  Top right: Victor Harbor Times 1st Feb 1924 
  Bottom right: The Observer 13th Nov 1926  

Happy reading 

            Steve Kettle                                                             
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In 1998, the Mt Compass Sub-branch of the RSL celebrated its fiftieth anniversary, only one year prior      
to  closing and handing control of their Clubrooms to the Mt Compass War Memorial Community Centre. 
Members and invited guests first assembled in the RSL Hall and enjoyed morning tea whilst catching up 
with friends and acquaintances. Following a short remembrance ceremony at 12 noon, the group headed to 
the Sports and Social Clubrooms for lunch. 
 
            Towards the end of that lunch the Club’s President, Mr Keith Dix, gave the following speech: 
  

"Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
I would like, on behalf of all the members of the sub-branch, to say how happy we are that so many of you have 
been able to come back and not only, we hope, enjoy our company, but to enjoy your company. I thought that this 
morning down in the clubrooms, the buzz that went around indicated that many people hadn't seen one another for 
quite some long time. And we do thank you for having made the effort to come along. We are fairly sure that we 
will not make another fifty years, so we thought to make the best of this one. 
 
When we began planning this function, it was decided that some research should be done on the early history of   
the sub-branch. This was made relatively easy by reference to the original Minute Books etc and I'm going to           
endeavour to relate some of the early history of the sub-branch. 
 
Towards the end of the 1940's, the only sub-branches around here were ones at Willunga, Strathalbyn, Victor     
Harbor and Goolwa, and I suppose that any returned people who were in the area at that time would have belonged 
to one or other of those sub-branches, or to Headquarters in Angas Street. Laurel and I came here to Mt Compass  
in May of 1947 and I came to work in the Co-op Store which at that time was up the road - just the other side of 
Tay Road. There were quite a number of us working in the store and there were three of us in particular who were 
returned men - the late Ken Clifford who drove the delivery truck for most of the time, for five and a half days     
per week; Doug Johns, and myself. When Doug and I were at lunch, we quite regularly went down to the southern 
end of what is now the Supper Room of the Hall where there was a temporary wood and iron building, known in 
those days as The Pavilion. I think it was used for luncheons on Show Days and in between Show Days to store  
hurdles etc. On one end of that building, the late George McAllan (below) operated a boot-repair business.              
In conversation over lunch with the three of us, eventually the thought was given that with the number of returned 
men coming into the area, why not form a sub-branch. That is virtually how it started. 
 
I might refer then to the Minutes - I have the original Minute Book here - that there was subsequently a meeting 
called here in the Hall, probably by the three of us, although I'm not too sure of that. The meeting was held on the 
7th July in 1948. There were 16 people and also Mr Malpas, the President of the Willunga sub-branch.  
 

The 50 Years Anniversary Speech - Mount Compass RSL  

Left: George McAllan      
- he caught the tail end of 
WW1 as an 18 year old 
but after moving to Mt 
Compass with his family    
in 1939, decided to enlist 
in WW2. Discharged on 
medical grounds in 1941, 
he then joined the local 
Volunteer Defence Corps 
(aka Dad’s Army). 
George was on the first 
RSL committee.     
 
Right: Keith Dix 
- he served in the NT as a 
wireless operator but 
towards the end of the 
war was sent to the      
Pacific. Keith moved to 
Mt Compass in 1947 to 
work at the Co-op store 
and later opened an elec-
trical business alongside 
the current garage. He 
wrote the speech pub-
lished here. 

Continued on following page... 
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It was proposed that Mr Proctor be Chairman of the meeting, and that Mr McAllan be the Secretary - and that was 
carried. Mr Malpas addressed the meeting and advised about what should be done re forming a sub-branch. There 
was then a motion moved by myself, and seconded by Doug Johns, that we form a sub-branch here in Mt Compass. 
It was then proposed that our next meeting be held on possibly the 4th of August. Well we didn't have that meeting  
- it was held a week later on 11th August and, I would think, probably that that would have been because the gentle-
men we wanted here from Headquarters were not available. 
 
So the inaugural meeting was held on 11th of August. This was the inaugural meeting of the sub-branch. The State 
councillor Mr Pridmore of McLaren Vale was asked to accept the chair during the election of President, and the late 
Mr Proctor was elected to President after two other members had declined nomination. The new President took the 
chair, and the following were elected. As Vice Presidents, the late Arch Peters and Cecil Skewes; joint secretaries, 
Doug Johns and myself; the Treasurer was the late Bob Fraser - he was the Manager of the State Bank here at the 
time; and the committee constituted the late Ken Clifford, Bob McKinlay, and the late George McAllan. General 
business followed when the people from Headquarters addressed us more or less coaching us on how to operate       
a sub-branch. It was resolved that meetings be held every month. 
 
Meetings were held in what was then the Supper Room. It was a galvanized iron building on the north end of what  
is now the supper room of the Hall. In fact, it was under where the Memorial Hall now is. I recall going to meetings 
there when the wind had been blowing and the windows probably had the glass blown out of them and there could 
be anything up to an inch and a half of water on the concrete floor. Nevertheless, we ran quite successful meetings  
in that building. 
 
Our Charter was then presented exactly fifty years ago today - on 24th November. Hence the reason for us having 
this particular function on this day. Attendances in those days were around 20 - 30 and membership within six 
months had risen to 50 and inside of twelve months we had a membership of 61. This was a totally different situa-
tion from today. There was a great community involvement by members here. Of course, when all is said and done, 
we were members of the community. The minutes indicate that a herd-testing association that was set up here, came 
into being mostly due to efforts of members of the sub-branch. 
 
We raised quite a lot of money for the building of the new Hall by running Gymkhanas, Baby competitions, Diggers' 
Balls, New Years’ Eve Balls etc. It's interesting to see in the minutes that in 1949/50 we had to take a hat around    
to collect the petrol ration tickets to get the orchestra here. In those days just after the war there were a number of 
commodities that were still rationed - from my memory, tea, sugar, clothing, and petrol and butter. The only way  
we could get the orchestra from Murray Bridge was to get petrol tickets for them to be able to come over here.  
 
We, the sub-branch members, have attended fairly regularly the State RSL conferences in Adelaide, which are held 
each year. We were also involved in the 1950's with hospital visits to the Repatriation Hospital at Biralee in Belair; 
we supported most RSL appeals - Legacy, Poppy Day, ANZAC Day appeal, T.B. soldiers, the Salvation Army, War 
Widows and many more. And we have also been very much involved in the raising of funds for the War Veterans’ 
Home at Myrtle Bank.  

Left: Members of the 
Mount Compass RSL on 
a visit to the ‘Biralee’      
Repatriation Hospital at 
Belair.  
Left to right:   
Ken Lewis, Lew Angus, 
Keith Dix, Arch Peters, 
Les Whyatt & Onslow   
Nicol.   
 
Biralee: Built in 1897, 
the building saw a vari-
ety of uses but is now   
in private ownership. 
 
It was a Repatriation 
Hospital from 1951 to 
1976, having also seen 
life as a sanitorium and 
used by Scotch College 
during World War 2.  

         Continued on following page... 
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This sub-branch along with others in the Alexandra Group (eight sub-branches, I think there are) for almost thirty 
years ran an annual function to raise funds for the War Veterans’ Home, and in that time we raised between half and 
three quarters of a million dollars to support the War Veterans' Home, in the early days much of that was fairly  
heavily subsidised by the Federal Government - 1 believe up to two to one at one stage. 
 
Our first annual Smoke Social - as we used to call them in those days, before we got to having an annual dinner,   
was held in the Supper Room that was then the Hall – on 23rd November in 1949. And every year we had what in 
the early days was called a Smoke Social and latter days an annual dinner, until our final one which was in 1997 - 
last year. 
 
By 1952 we had obviously got a bit tired of meeting in the old Supper Room and felt that we should have clubrooms 
of our own, and the decision then was made to set up a building fund and raise funds, firstly to buy a block of land - 
the block we have down there - and to build on it. We had a number of fund-raisers, I think the most significant one 
was the growing of potatoes through the efforts of John Critchley and Glen Shera. I remember in the first or second 
year, we didn't have a very good crop, but we got a helluva good price and got quite a lot of money for potatoes. 
 
Finally, in July 1953 we purchased the block of land from the late Ivor Arthur, and that is where our clubrooms are   
- adjacent to the Fire Station. Building plans were accepted and a start was made. The whole of that original building 
which constitutes the two rooms on the front and the main Clubroom (not the Supper Room at the back) was built 
over a period of 18 months. It was built totally with voluntary labour – labour of the RSL members - and in 1956   
we finished up borrowing 500 pounds on overdraft from the State Bank to finish it off and furnish it ready to open    
it later on that year. 
 
The building was opened by Mr David Brookman, who was at that time our member of Parliament. On 17th Novem-
ber 1956 - and that is exactly 42 years and one week ago today since that building was opened. That evening the   
sub-branch held its first annual dinner in the Clubrooms. 
 
That's taken us through about the first eight or nine years of the life of our sub-branch which is what I set out to do. 
 
Following that - after our opening - there was a rest period for a while. Many of the members had put in every       
Saturday for over 18 months working on the construction of the building. Then after that, we were such community 
minded people, we turned to raising money and building the Memorial Hall that we have here in Mount Compass.  
 
Our ladies: Right from the beginning, we had the support of our ladies. The late Mrs Arch Peters; the late Mrs Don 
Tonkin and Laurel Dix were among the very able leaders of the group. Their efforts were very much appreciated in 
those early days of the club. Towards the end of 1956, the ladies formed a committee with the late Mrs Don Tonkin 
as the first President, and became even more organized as a group. A lot of work has been done by them, in particu-
lar, in the final decorating and furnishing of our new Clubrooms. Then, in later years, they formed an Auxiliary of 
the RSL. That has been presided over by nine of their members, and Dorothy McKinlay has been their President  
now for the last fifteen years - since 1983. 

 
 

Inside the RSL 
Clubrooms 1998. 

The framed wall displays 
on view here are now 
stored in the town’s      
Archives while the plaster 
wreath above the rifle, now 
hangs in the hall’s new 
foyer.  
Left to right: (standing) 
Beth Duffield, Pat Spink-
ston, Ronda Critchley, 
John Spinkston, (seated)
Jack Way, Ida Way, Kay 
Cowper, Bob Cowper, 
Dorothy McKinlay,     
Murray Stone, seated back 
to camera: Bill Eardley & 
Arch Whyborne,  
Standing top right: Beth & 
Noel Jacobs. 

          Continued on following page... 
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From 1960 onwards, the sub-branch met regularly and continued to be involved in the community. But as the years 
roll on, we have become fewer in number and less able to be involved as we used to be. 
 
A couple of years ago a decision was made to daytime our meetings which, I believe, has kept us going through two 
more winters. In 1988, we put in place a rule to the effect that, at the appropriate time, we would transfer the owner-
ship of our property to the Mount Compass War Memorial Community Centre Incorporated for their care and for  
the future use of the community. In August last it seemed that the appropriate time had come. A unanimous motion 
was passed to approach the Community Centre about taking over ownership of the clubrooms. Our club will still 
retain the right to have free use of it as long as we may need. 
 
Today's celebration, as I said earlier, is one we talked about for about two years and planned for some months.       
I'm sure again that I speak for all of our members and our Ladies when I say "Thank you all for the effort you have 
made to be with us today to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Mount Compass sub-branch of the RSL.              
Thank you very much, Ladies and Gentlemen!" 
 
PS. A very important fact that I have omitted to refer to is that today we have had with us 14 of the original members 
of the Sub-branch. 
 
They are: John Critchley, Arthur Tune, Sam Coles, Arch Whyborne, Bill Eardley, Ben Peters, Phil Cook, 
Murray Stone, Arthur Lush, Geoff Duffield, Tom Carter, Bob McKinlay, Noel Jacobs and Keith Dix. 
You are all requested to assemble afterwards for a group photograph (see result below). 
                                                                                                                                                 Keith Dix  

The surviving RSL Charter Members photographed in 1998. 
 
Back: Keith Dix (a past Secretary & President) John Critchley (a past President & Secretary), Arthur Tune, Arch    
Whyborne, Sam Coles (a past President), Bill Eardley, Ben Peters, Phil Cook. 
Front: Murray Stone, Arthur Lush (a past President), Geoff Duffield (a past President & Secretary), Tom Carter, 
Bob McKinlay (a past President). 
 
Four of these men are recorded on the Mt Compass-Nangkita Honour Roll: Sam Coles, Ben Peters, Murray Stone 
and Bob McKinlay, as they were living in this district at the time of enlisting. Keith Dix was the branch’s first    
Secretary in 1948 and served five times as the branch’s President, including as the final one, overseeing the closure 
of Mount Compass RSL in 1999, the year after this photograph was taken.  

 
Note: A photograph of the RSL’s Honour Roll can be found on the back page. 

Continued from previous page 
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Entre Nous 30/5/1975 

 
 
Ever wondered how the Mount Compass Archives first started? Below are three extracts from the now defunct 
Entre Nous newsletter - the first is from a July 1973 Community Centre News report. The second was printed two 
years later (in May 1975) when the Community Centre was actively seeking old records for storage while also look-
ing for someone to become involved in overseeing this project. The third segment is a quote from 1999 and could 
just as well have been written today. 
 
In 1983, the late Max Draheim moved into this district and in time took on much of the heavy lifting to make sure 
the Archives were correctly organised. A Librarian by profession, amongst Max’s many achievements, was serving 
for ten years as the Chief Librarian with the Canberra War Memorial. However, once he and his family left Mount 
Compass in around 2002, Liz Brawley (the school’s librarian) then undertook the responsibility of cataloguing     
and preserving the collection. Others have also contributed over the years in various ways, ensuring that this town 
can now boast a community-owned Archive that is the envy of many other rural communities. 

 
Anyone who would like to visit the Archives room or has anything they may be considering donating, can contact 

Steve Kettle on 8556 8444 or email mtcompassarchives@gmail.com   

   An Entre Nous editorial in December 1999 also stated in part: 
 
“As decided at the last meeting, the main discussion centred on how our community can make sure that what      
happens in the community is recorded and the records kept. The honorary archivist, Max Draheim, gave some 
background to what records we have, where they are kept and how they are stored. He then went on to give us 
some pointers about how we as a community could do things a bit better. 
 
In a nutshell, Max pointed out that some clubs and organisations have kept their records very well indeed, but 
some other groups have not. As a result there are quite big gaps in the record - which is a great pity. The room 
where the archives are stored is the projectionist room behind the main hall. It is an ideal venue because it is    
virtually fireproof; it is dark; it is almost dust-free; it is dry and the temperature changes very little from season   
to season. All these features make the space very suitable. 

 

When did the Archives first start?  



 
 
1938                       Roy & Elisabeth PETERSON  - built the first butcher shop whilst a warden 
                               at Kyeema Prison Farm near Kuitpo. 
1938                       Stanley Gordon GILES  - added on the first home alongside the shop. 
1946                       Herbert John WATSON  - was the butcher for both the Petersons & S G Giles.  
                               - supplied electricity for the Hall lights using his coolroom’s generator.   
1951                       Dean & Shirley EDWARDS - of Hope Forest (more details in next Chronicle)                
1953                       Ivan Douglas & Margaret May GROPLER (Ivan died in a 1955 car accident)                                            
                               Margaret remarried Roy PAYNE who also butchered here.  
1959                       Wilson James MAIDMENT-WILSON  (grazier) -Barry Gottfried’s grandfather,   
                               bought the business for his son-in-law, Allan, a butcher at McLaren Flat  -who placed                                                               
                               his son, Barry GOTTFRIED, here. Barry had been his father’s slaughterman at  
                               McLaren Flat and had previously worked for 12 months with an Adelaide butcher.   
1961                      Eric & Beryl BARKER  - (aka Butch) their daughter is Sandra Nash (a previous 
                               Pharmacist at Mt Compass for many years)                                 
1974                       James (Jim) & Helen RETALLICK 
1976                       Antonio (Tony) & Margaret R BILLE 
1980                       Geoff & Wendy ANDERSON (Wendy was the daughter of Barry Gottfried, above)  
1984                      Alan & Sandra MATSON (converted the house into three shops 1986) 
 
          Block of shops (incl. butchers) – purchased by Kevin & Anne O’Donnell in 1987 & leased out 
 
1988                        Troy GAWEN -was Alan Matson’s apprentice & married Melinda O’Donnell, Kevin  
                                & Anne’s daughter.   
1995                        Jeffrey & Tracy OVERALL 
2001                        Chris & Caz GLASS  
2005                        Mark THOMAS 
2019                        Deryk De KRUYF 
 
References: “Where the Compass Leads you” – L Jacobs, B Gottfried, A Matson, S Nash. V Arthur, 

SAILIS land title records, Entre Nous newsletters. 

Alan Matson has been photographed with both the town’s original butcher, Herb Watson (above, left c1986) and 
with the current butcher, Deryk De Kruyf (right), spanning 84 years of butchering at the same site. 
 
In 1938 Herb first started working for the original owner, before taking on the business himself in 1946. The current 
butcher, Deryk, took over the shop in 2019, however the continuity of service has now been paused due to the recent 
fire. Thanks to a generous Melita Hicks however, Deryk will be soon be opening in temporary premises owned by 
Melita and adjacent to his shop (if not already in there by the time this newsletter goes online).  
 
The row of burnt-out shops was to be demolished in late August and will be rebuilt to include an improved butcher 
shop for Deryk. In early August and with a heavy heart, Alan Matson visited this site to view what remained of his     
cherished development and to wish Deryk a speedy return to his old site.  

Owners & Butchers at the Original Shop over the Years   
    Page 8 
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Alan Matson was perhaps destined to become a butcher. In 1969, at the age of 16, he joined his Master Butcher   
father Walter, at ‘Matson’s Meat Service’ in O’Connell Street, North Adelaide. 
 
His parents would later purchase land along Cleland Gully Road in the 1970s (sections 345 & 380), and another 
block with Alan in 1979 on nearby Through Road (pt. section 232). This was the farm known as ’Dalkeith’ and is 
where Alan & Sandra milked up to 120 cows in their renovated eight a side, swing-over herringbone dairy. They 
remained there for five years, and Alan later said these years were “one of the most amazing times of my life”. 
 
Previously a horse property, this land had become quite run down according to Alan. The couple upgraded the dairy 
and turned the farm into their “slice of paradise”. Always willing to give something new a try, Alan also joined  
forces with neighbour Philip Clarke in 1981-82, to produce a crop of hay on spare land at the Adelaide Airport. 
 
In what sounds like a musical chairs move, in 1984 the farm was sold to Dean & Willie Innes, with Alan taking over 
the butcher shop in Mt Compass from Geoff & Wendy Anderson, who themselves then moved into Dean & Willie’s 
home along Peters Terrace. 
 
Alan & Sandra (aka Sandy) renovated the old butcher shop before coming up with the idea of converting the       
attached home into three new retail shops. This was carried out in late 1985 to 1986 with the work contracted to      
K L Virgin & Son of Victor Harbor. The house roof was retained as were the butcher shop’s stone walls, but the 
interiors and house frontage were removed and a new modern front built across the four shops.  
 
The completed shopping development was formally opened on 22nd March 1986, with a jazz band performing      
on the back of a truck, a free kids bouncy castle and of course, a BBQ.  
 
This development had, as Alan quite rightly stated, ‘changed the face of Mt Compass’. The new shopping strip was 
then sold to Kevin and Anne O’Donnell in 1987, with the Matsons leasing back the butcher shop before the business 
was taken over by Alan’s apprentice (and Kevin & Anne’s son-in-law), Troy Gawen, the following year.  
 
Alan was by this time, keen to move into smallgoods manufacturing, particularly mettwurst, and at the time, the  
only place that this was being carried out was in the Barossa Valley - which is where they moved to in 1988. It was 
unfortunate that soon after, the Garibaldi contamination scare occurred and decimated the market for their product.  
 
Through hard work (which included another stint of milking cows) Alan & Sandy overcame this setback and estab-
lished a successful on-farm butchering service. They have continued to reside at Truro since leaving Mt Compass 
but remember their time here with great fondness.     

       Alan Matson’s time at Mt Compass 

   The two most recent butchers at this site –Deryk De Kruyf (below, left) and Mark Thomas (right) 



 
 

The bitumising of this road was to have a lasting impact on the development of Mt Compass, both in the siting of our retail 
area, the increased volume of traffic passing through and the improved access local growers had to markets.  

 

It was in 1915 that the Model T Ford motor car was launched in Australia, sparking a surge in car sales. In just 
twelve short years there were 74,096 motor vehicles registered in South Australia, which per capita was 50% more 
vehicles than in any other state. Clearly motor vehicles caught on very quickly in SA – and many of these new   
owners took the opportunity to drive down to Victor Harbor.  
 
By 1923 however, the Victor Harbor Road was in such dire straits, especially the section near Mount Compass, that 
the National Roads Association (a pre-curser to the NRMA) and the Automobile Association (became the RAA in 
1929) began agitating for a permanent solution to the poor road condition. Political pressure was applied to the    
Department of Roads and Bridges to carry out the substantial repairs required to cope with the tremendous growth   
being experienced in motorised transport through to Victor Harbor.    
   
The condition of the road, especially from the top of Willunga Hill to Mt Compass, was deteriorating so badly that   
it was referred as “dangerous and absolutely detrimental to the tourist traffic to Victor Harbor” according to the 
Corporation of Victor Harbor.  
 
Newspaper articles noted that most car owners preferred to take the longer route through Clarendon, Meadows and 
Ashbourne when heading south, due to the poor road conditions here.  

An effort was made by the Roads Board in early 1925 to repair the worst section (‘cut to pieces’ was one published 
description of its condition). This was the stretch from the top of Willunga Hill (the old hill road) to Mt Compass, 
with the road being re-formed with two layers of bitumen sprayed over the top. However, due to the volume of    
traffic travelling along here, such as the heavy SA Railways’ motor buses, charabancs, general motor buses and   
various other motor vehicles, the new surface was to soon prove inadequate. 
 
The state government, in the meantime, announced in January 1926 that they would bitumise the entire length of 
road from Adelaide through to Victor Harbor, using a combination of three different methods. The longest section, 
from Adelaide to Willunga was to be reconstructed with what was called ‘bituminous concrete’ (a mix of bitumen, 
aggregate & sand). The next section, the five miles between Willunga and Mt Compass was nearly complete, with 
its two coats of bitumen sprayed onto the reconstructed ‘macadam’ roadway (compacted layers of stone with a light 
stone covering). The final sixteen miles from Mt Compass down to Victor Harbor would be reconstructed using the 
“bituminous penetration method”, where bitumen binds the compacted aggregates together.  
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Victor Harbor Road in the 1920s 

This photograph was taken prior to the bitumising of the Victor Harbor Road near Roadman’s Reserve. Note the 
narrowness of the road and the obvious potholes.    

 Continued following page... 
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The longer section from Adelaide to Willunga was planned to take from two to three years for completion with work 
only possible during the dry months. The section between Willunga Hill and Mt Compass was already nearing com-
pletion by early 1926, with preliminary work for the final stretch through to Victor Harbor just starting, under the 
expectation of being completed in a further two to three years.  
 
However, by 1929 the condition of this middle section was again so bad, that it had to be reconstructed once more, 
this time using the ‘bituminous penetration method’ used on the more southerly stretch). 

The road had been closed in July 1925 to allow the start of these works near Mt Compass. Traffic was advised to 
travel via the Meadows-Bull Creek Road or alternatively along the Yankalilla Road (Sellicks Hill). Due to the poor 
quality of these alternate roads, the Automobile Association (AA) did advise motorists they should be on the lookout 
for other vehicles during this time and recommended that drivers should sound their horn when approaching corners.  
  
It is interesting to note that during this period when bitumen roads were extended into the countryside, bulk petrol 
deliveries also were heading out around the state. In June of 1925, newspapers were reporting that the British      
Imperial Oil Company (later Shell Co Australia) had decided to extend bulk petrol delivery to country towns 
throughout the state and had recently delivered 1,000 gallons of petrol to Victor Harbor, which was “the first town 
more than 50 miles from Adelaide chosen for this lorry service”.  (Perhaps this time is comparable with our current 
roll-out of electric vehicle recharging stations.)  
 
The petrol company used the British built Thornycroft motor tank wagons for their bulk delivery and commented   
to the papers that “though the roads in some places were in bad condition, the Thornycroft wagons behaved well.”   
At the same time the Mt Compass/Nangkita ward Councillor, Richard Peters, also used these trucks when he began 
operating a carrier service under the name ‘Thornycroft Transport Service’ between Victor/Port Elliot and Adelaide 
in early 1924. Along with his son Syd, he had purchased a three-ton Thornycroft truck to transport goods from Ade-
laide to Mt Compass and Victor Harbor, which by 1926 was running this route four times a week, taking a day each 
way. (Only five or six years previously, this route had been traversed by carriers using only horse teams, followed 
by a brief period where a steam wagon was used.)     
 
By November 1926 the Automobile Association was placing newspaper notices ensuring people became aware that 
the Willunga to Victor Harbor Road would be closed between the hours of 7.30am to 5pm Mondays to Fridays,  
from Mount Compass down to the Port Elliot turn off. The road would however be opened to traffic on Saturdays 
and Sundays.  
 
These roadworks would have been quite a sight. Spaced along the length of the road from Mt Compass to the Port 
Elliot turn-off were mounds of bitumen drums ready to be used. Rock screenings and piles of road metal also lined 
the road with a rock crusher onsite. Roadworkers, who lived in tents along this section of road, worked in two gangs, 
with motorists being warned of the numerous obstacles in place during these works.    
 

The photo below was printed in the Adelaide Chronicle on 19th May 1928. It captures part of the procession that reached     
Victor Harbor after travelling through what is now the township of Mount Compass, celebrating the sealing of this road.  
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The discarded bitumen drums became a sought after resource for local landholders keen to find alternative building 
materials. Clarrie Hutchen’s first home at Tooperang was built using rolled bitumen drums for the outside wall  
cladding as was Gil Smith’s early house at the Lagoon (now strawberry farm). A number of sheds around the district 
such as those built by the Wehrmanns and Ekers also used this type of flattened drum for their wall cladding.     
 
It is not recorded what local landowners thought of these roadworks, but in January 1927 newspapers reported that 
the privilege previously granted which allowed motorists to cut fences and traverse private property during the road-
works, had now been withdrawn. 
 
Once the road building project was finally completed the official opening was conducted on 11 th May 1928 with      
a procession of cars leaving from Adelaide and arriving at Victor Harbor for a 12.30pm ribbon cutting ceremony, 

followed by a luncheon with various government, motoring and local dignitaries (see photo on previous page).      
To help mark the occasion, afternoon sports such as croquet, golf, bowls and tennis were opened up free of charge  
to all the visitors.  

The construction of this road had cost £257,000 (over half a million dollars), a substantial amount as the world was 
by then descending into a major depression. It was reported in the opening speeches that the increasing volume of 
traffic on this road would help pay for the construction and any future maintenance via a tax on fuel consumption.  
This was still the early days of public motoring and the driver’s access to petrol, which was highlighted in the 
speech given by Mr Fowler of the Automobile Association. He proudly pointed out that his Association had now 
established two service stations along the route because of this new road. One was at Morphett Vale and the other   
at Victor Harbor. This brought the number of retailers with kerbside petrol pumps at Victor Harbor to four. The first 
of which, an Australian invented Hammond pump, had been installed in 1925 at Griffin’s Garage on Ocean Street, 
where the Mayor (Mr A Grosvenor) filled the first car with petrol.  
  
Although the project had been officially completed in 1928, the section from Willunga Hill to Mt Compass that had 
simply been sprayed with bitumen, had to be reconstructed during 1929, this time using the bituminous penetration 
method used for the road heading south from Mt Compass. Our stretch of road had apparently not coped well with 
the volume of traffic now passing through. 
 
Even following the completion of this modern road all the way from Adelaide, there were still perils for the novice 
drivers. Some of our older residents recall the small rocks that were placed on the edge of the new road as a bumpy 
warning to these drivers if they drifted off to one side. 
 
The report of an accident that occurred in May of 1929 makes interesting reading. It would appear that the edges    
of the bitumen were already beginning to wear away in some areas and this, added to a wet road and drizzly condi-
tions, caused a large touring car to overturn at 5.30pm on a Friday evening. The area where this happened was     
unkindly described as “a lonely part of the road 
about a mile past Mount Compass”.  
 
Three men were trapped underneath their car with 
one of the male occupants semi-conscious while   
another received leg injuries. As this was prior to the 
Victor Harbor Hospital being built, once the three 
men were dragged from beneath their vehicle, they 
had what was perhaps the welcome experience of  
being conveyed to the Crown Hotel to receive any 
(medicinal?) attention they required.  
 
It was reported that once this road had been complet-
ed, there was a move to develop some of the as yet 
undeveloped land between Victor Harbor and      
Willunga. It may have been no coincidence that the 
retail strip in Mt Compass (the baker, butcher & new 
Post Office) all occurred in the years following the 
bitumising of this road. 
 
A tourist map of this region (right) printed in The   
Adelaide Register in 1927, does not show any       
location for a township of Mount Compass – only  
the actual geographical feature with that name, while    
the Square Waterhole was still marked as a site of      
significance.   
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One of the few local records from this time are the Minutes of the Agricultural Bureau. In 1929 they discussed the 
possible opening of closed roads to be used as stockroutes when driving animals to market or the rail-head (possibly 
Willunga). It seems that the new bitumen road was not suitable for herding their animals along. They did also invite 
guest speakers during 1929-30 on topics such as ‘elementary car mechanism’, or simply on ’motor cars’. They also 
paid a visit to the Holden factory before it became known as General Motors-Holden.    
 
During this time, the Dowell family were operating a general store from their home on Peters Terrace and Mrs    
Garden ran a Post Office from her home, behind what is now the current retail strip facing the Victor Harbor Road. 
The lack of a township here is made clear with the Ag Bureau deciding to take on the task of clearing the scrub that 
grew between the Hall and Dowell’s home. 
 
Snow & Doreen Beaumont opened the first real business on the new Victor Harbor Road in 1937, with their com-
bined bakery and house. In a 1984 recording, Snow spoke of how the local Councillor, Mel Jacobs, suggested to  
him that he should level the large earth embankment in front of his shop. He recalls paying about £5 ($10) for  
someone to do this, leveling a large parking area in the front while also filling in the back. Snow believed the    
council may have also stepped in then to help prepare the shopping area. The only other building at the time was 
Mrs Garden’s early Post Office that, he remarked, simply had a track leading down to it.    
 
The mound of dirt spoken of was formed when the rebuilt Victor Harbor Road was created as a cutting through the 
sloping ground between what is now Mt Compass Area School and our retail strip. The mound was of such a height 
that Doreen Beaumont noted they could not see the passing cars from their shop. (To visualise this mound, check the 
height of the remaining embankment on the school side of this road). 
 
With the sealing of this tourist road, Mt Compass developed as the first resting spot for the many motor vehicles  
that conquered the steep climb up what we now call old Willunga Hill. In the 1930s, Mr I K Arthur established his     
garage and petrol pumps (see below) on the site where the Tavern/Hotel now stands, and a butcher shop & home 
were built alongside the bakery in 1938. The town was now forming, while the new road also gave local farmers 
easier access to the popular boarding houses of Victor Harbor for their fresh produce.    
 
References: newspaper articles from trove.nla.gov.au Mt Compass Archives’ Minutes and photos + a 1984 recorded interview 
with Snow & Doreen Beaumont,  
 
Note: Most, but not all, newspaper articles at this time used the spelling Victor Harbour (with a ‘u’) however, the spelling 
‘Harbor’ has been adopted for this article as per current usage. 
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This wonderful photo of Ivor (Kelly) Arthur’s garage from the 1930s shows the narrow Victor Harbor Road passing 
in front of his business. Note the two Shell petrol pumps between the cars, with the Church of Christ visible on the 
right and also note the absence of road markings. 
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  Three Local Views of the 
       Victor Harbor Road 
1. This photograph from c1923, shows 
a Ford Model-T car (circled) travelling 
on the unsealed Victor Harbor Road.  
The road in front of what was at the 
time, David Wright’s house (top left), 
is Peters Terrace. This was taken from 
Mount Moon and the house is still in 
use today. 
 
2. Victor Harbor Road in front of  
“Weeroona’ (the Arthur family’s home 
at the time). The stones placed on the 
edge of the road as an added safety 
indicator are clearly visible. 
 
3. This photo was taken on the section 
of road prior to Mt Jagged in 1927. It 
shows the reconstruction of Victor 
Harbor Road, with a row of stones 
along the edge.  

1 

2 
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The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial  
Community Centre Inc. 

 
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required 

or can add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below. 
 

Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to 
the Archives please give me a call or send an email.                                                      

                                                       Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)   

Above: The RSL Honour Roll, now on display in the Supper 
Room. Refer article on page 3. 
 
Left: The Dix family connection to the RSL Hall continues  
The RSL Hall is now home to the town’s Op-shop, raising 
money for both the local Tim Stokes Fund and ongoing  
maintenance of the RSL Hall. The volunteer manager of this 
enterprise is Margaret Dix, the niece of Keith Dix, whose 
speech has been published here. 
 
Alongside Margaret (pictured on the left) are two more        
Saturday morning volunteers, Vickie Jones and Kathy Dawson.  
 
The building itself is now owned by the Mt Compass War   
Memorial Community Centre Inc following its handover in 
March 1999. 
 
(The Op-shop is open Thursday to Saturday each week and is 
staffed completely by volunteers - well worth a visit if looking 
for a bargain.) 


